• Manages over 50000
tonnes of material each year

• Maximising the value from waste and recyclables through
our UK and overseas supplier network;
• The brokerage of suitable waste streams into alternative
fuels;
• The provision of a service led Total Waste Management
package to our Clients;
• Project management from concept to delivery of waste to
energy and recycling schemes; and
• Bespoke waste consultancy to a range of Clients from
across the waste sector.

• Maintains a 100% planning
success rate for waste
infrastructure projects
• Removed over 10000
tonnes of waste from sites
blighted by waste
• Exports 1000's of tonnes
of waste for energy
recovery, avoiding landfill
and conserving valuable
resources

W2R’s Total Waste Management solutions are designed around your specific needs. As a
first stage to delivering our Client’s a lower cost higher quality service, we conduct a site
audit to determine the following headline information:
• Waste arisings by type, volume and business location
• Current waste management infrastructure and collection method
• Cost analysis, including benchmarking of material rebates
• Identification of any contractual constraints with existing suppliers

W2R is able to offer bespoke advice to a range of Clients whether you are looking to improve
site waste management practices, increase recycling rates, or export waste for recovery
outside of the UK. Whilst W2R is a small industry focussed team, we have in place a range of
carefully selected suppliers who provide direct support services to our business in specific
areas. This allows us to minimise our overhead and ensure that we deliver added value
low-cost services to our Clients.
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W2R is experienced in the recovery of distressed assets that are unusable due to the
presence of waste. We have acted for landlords to recover property where waste companies
have gone into administration by covering the following key areas;
• Initial Site Survey with a Full Risk Assessment and Duty of Care audit trail
• Plant and Contractor Hire, Skip and Bulk Transport Management
• Post completion and Environment Agency sign-off audit pack

W2R is active in the management of alternative fuels. We are working with several UK
waste managers and industrial waste producers to route material suitable for RDF
production in these fuel streams. W2R focuses on providing a technical assessment of
feedstock and brokering suitable materials into dedicated RDF processors.
We are currently managing around 3000-5000 tonnes per month of material having
established strong relationships with several European companies. We have recently
commenced the movement of RDF material to our fuel supply contacts in several German
locations.

To find out more about how our
array of services can benefit
your business click below.
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